: Confusion tables for the ABC/GCB classifiers. The columns represent cohort based normalisztion using the ABC/GCB classifier based on elastic net. The first part of the table compares Wright's method for ABC/GCB classification with the elastic net based. In the second and third part ExLab and InLab reference based normalization is compared to cohort based normalization using the ABC/GCB classifier based on elastic net. ABC  38  2  0  28  14  0  188  24  1  90  3  0  NC  1  4  0  1  11  3  6  27  14  6  19  8  GCB  0  2  42  0  1  29  7  35  193  0  5  102  ExLab Normalization  ABC  34  0  0  24  0  0  95  0  0  76  0  0  NC  5  2  0  6  4  0  102  19  0  20  6  0  GCB  0  6  42  0  22  35  4  67  208  0  21  110  InLab Normalization  ABC  26  0  0  19  0  0  183  9  0  86  6  0  NC  0  5  0  0  19  0  6  63  7  0  13  4  GCB  0  1  27  0  1  22  0  9  188  0  2  92 Table S2 : Confusion tables for the BAGS classifier. ExLab and InLab reference based normalization are shown in the columns and cohort normalization in the rows. 0  16  27  0  27  22  2  62  2  0  5  12  Centrocyte  0  0 140  0  39  18  1  2 146  7  8  18  Memory  0  0  1  8  20  10  0  0  0 35  3  1  Plasmablast  0  0  1  0  74  4  0  0  0  1  76  1  Unclassified  0  0  14  0  44  17  7  0  0  9  16  38  LLMPP R-CHOP  Naive  1  2  0  0  5  6  8  0  0  1  0  1  Centroblast  0  32  0  0  2  7  0  37  1  0  0  1  Centrocyte  0  5  54  0  18  12  0  1  66  1 Sensitive  13  10  0  26  4  0  134  32  0  89  5  0  Intermediate  0  7  10  0  10  1  3  77  29  0  27  9  Resistant  0  0  19  0  0  20  0  9 181  0  2  71  Doxorubicin  Sensitive  18  2  0  19  0  0  132  7  0  50  15  0  Intermediate  0  14  2  0  21  0  24 143  3  0  55  13  Resistant  0  0  23  0  3  18  0  16 140  0  0  70  Vincristine  Sensitive  18  5  0  16  6  0  127  32  0  71  0  0  Intermediate  0  10  1  0  8  9  12  83  46  9  49  0  Resistant  0  0  25  0  0  22  1  10 154  0  10  64  Combined  Sensitive  19  3  0  23  1  0  125  14  0  64  12  0  Intermediate  0  11  5  0  16  0  12 148  14  0  46  10  Resistant  0  0  21  0  0  21  0  6 146  0  0  71 Classifier   nProbes nHGNC nEnsembl  ABC/GCB  381  291  273  BAGS  327  224  205  Vincristine Classifier  33  32  29  Vincristine Predictor  22  21  18  Cyclophosphamide Classifier  74  73  66  Cyclophosphamide Predictor  28  27  25  Doxorubicine Classifier  119  118  112  Doxorubicine Predictor  53  52  48  Combined Classifier  203  202  185  Combined Predictor  90  88  80   Table S5 : Number of probes used in the classifiers and the number of corresponding HGNC and Ensembl gene IDs
S2 Graham's formula
This section derives Graham's formula which, in our context, yields the posterior probability of resistance to the combination of multiple drugs, given resistance to the individual drugs. For simplicity, the formula is derived for two drugs. The formula straightforwardly generalizes to three or more drugs. Let C, H, and B be Bernoulli distributed random variables with probability parameter 1/2, where C = 1 indicates resistance to Cyclophosphamide C, H = 1 indicates resistance to Doxorubicin H, and B = 1 indicates resistance to the combination of H and C. Conversely, C, H, and B = 0 indicate sensitivity towards C, H, and B, respectively. Under an assumption of conditional drug independence P (C = 1, H = 1|B = 1) = P (C = 1|B = 1)P (H = 1|B = 1), and
we have that
, by the definition of conditional probabilities, the law of total probability, and the assumptions. From the distributional assumption on B, P (B = 0) = P (B = 1) = 1/2, and the above then simplifies to:
.
For notational convenience, we abbreviate P C = P (C = 1|B = 1), P H = P (H = 1|B = 1), P CH = P (B = 1|H = 1, C = 1). The distributional assumptions then imply:
which is the two-drug equivalent to the used formula.
S3 RMA normalization
Recall that ordinary robust multichip average (RMA) pre-processing consists of three steps: (1) Background adjustment, (2) quantile normalization, and (3) summarization of probes to probe-sets, see e.g. [5, 6] . For completeness we review ordinary cohort based RMA normalization.
Background correction
In order to produce background adjusted probe intensities we will use the within array normal-exponential de-convolution scheme as implemented by the rma.background.correct command in the Bioconductor package preprocessCores, see [1, 5] .
Quantile normalization
Let x ijk be the log 2 -transformed and background adjusted cohort data, where i = 1, . . . , I index the arrays of the cohort data, j = 1, . . . , J index the probe-sets, and k = 1, . . . , K j index the probes nested within probe-sets. Furthermore, let G i denote the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the probes {x ijk } jk on the i'th cohort array and F the ECDF of the across array averaged sample quantiles {x ·(jk) } ij , where {x i(jk) } jk is the order statistic of all probes on the i'th cohort array based on the lexicographic ordering of the indices {jk}. Then each data point is quantile normalized in the following waỹ
where F −1 is calculated as the quantiles of type 2 [4] . This step is performed by the RMA norm function with option generateQuan equal to one in the hemaClass package.
Summarization
For each probe-set j we let µ ij represent the log 2 -scale expression level for array i and probeset j, α jk the probe affinity effect, and the ijk 's are independent identically distributed error terms with mean 0 and formulate the following linear additive model
where nj k=0 α jk = 0 for all probe-sets. The parameters are estimated by median polish [3] . The probe affinity estimates are denoted byα jk .
The RMA normalized cohort data are then given bŷ
This step is performed by the RMA sum function in the hemaClass.org package.
S4 One-by-one RMA normalization of user supplied data
Background correction
The background correction in one-by-one RMA normalization is unaltered as it is already works in a oneby-one fashion.
Quantile normalization
Let x ijk be the log 2 -transformed and background corrected reference data, where i = 1, . . . , I R index the arrays of the reference data, j = 1, . . . , J index the probe-sets, and k = 1, . . . , K j index the probes. Assume x ijk has been RMA normalized as described above. Similarly, let y ijk be the log2-transformed and background corrected user supplied data, where i = 1, . . . , I U index the arrays of the user supplied data, j = 1, . . . , J index the probe-sets, and k = 1, . . . , K j index the probes. Furthermore, let H i denote the ECDF of the user supplied data {y ijk } jk .
As quantile normalizer the ECDF of the background corrected reference data is used in place of the ususally applied ECDF of the mean of the sample quantiles
This step is performed by the RMA norm function with options generateQuan equal to zero and quantile equal to the quantiles of the reference data in the hemaClass package.
Summarization
To mimic the RMA summarization the probe effects estimated by median polish on the reference data is subtracted all probes of the user dataŷ ijk =ỹ ijk −α jk . The pre-processed expression value for each probe-set is then estimated as the median of the associated probes.ŷ ij = median k∈{1,...,nj } {ŷ ijk }.
S5 Classification
To ensure identical classification probabilities whether data is supplied as a cohort or one-by-one, we finally subtract the median of each probe-set in the reference from the corresponding probe-set and scale by the standard deviation of each probe-set in the reference data (ŷ ij −x ·j )/s ·j , wherex ·j = median i∈{1,...,I R } {x ij } and s ·j = sd i∈{1,...,I R } {x ij }.
S6 Model control of one-by-one RMA normalization
The one-by-one RMA normalization of samples might result in biased data if the lab specific batch effects in samples are different from those in the reference. In this section we investigate the quality of data following normalization and subsequent impact on classification accuracy with the aim of validating the suitability of a chosen reference for one-by-one normalization.
Relative Log Expression
The relative log expression (RLE) is a quality measure for microarrays introduced by Bolstad et al. [2] . Using the notation from above we define the RLE for probe-set j on array i following cohort RMA normalization as:
RLE(ŷ ij ) =ŷ ij −x ·j i.e. the difference between the estimated expression for probe-set j on array i and the median expression for probe-set j in the cohort. A non-zero median RLE across probe-sets for an array thus indicates differences in the number of up-and downregulated genes, while a large interquartile range (IQR) indicates that most genes on a given array are differentially expressed [7] . Extreme values of these measures may be used to identify arrays with low-quality data. We propose that they may also be used to evaluate how well a sample resembles a given RMA reference following one-by-one normalization (how well it has been normalized), by substituting the cohort median with the RMA reference median.
RLE for separation of InLab and ExLab RMA references
For each of the five datasets used in the current study a random subset of 30 samples were extracted and set as an InLab reference. (Fig S2D) .
Using Youden's index Youden [9] , which maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity, we calculated the optimal threshold for each ROC curve based on the RLE IQR as shown in Table S6 . Calculating the median RLE IQR across all datasets and one-by-one RMA references gives a value of 0.62. By rounding we set a conservative threshold of 0.6 for reference normalized samples, i.e. if the RLE IQR exceeds this value the array is expected to have been normalized incorrectly.
RLE IQR vs Classification accuracy
The results in Supplementary Section showed that the RLE IQR can be used to determine if samples have been normalized against an Inlab or ExLab reference. In this section we compare the RLE IQR to the classification accuracy, to see if samples with higher RLE IQR values result in a higher proportion of misclassifications when compared to cohort normalized data. The CHEPRETRO dataset was one-by-one normalized against an InLab reference, the LLMPP CHOP reference, and the LLMPP R-CHOP reference, and the LLMPP R-CHOP dataset was one-by-one normalized against an InLab reference, the LLMPP CHOP reference, and the CHEPRETRO reference. RLE IQR values were calculated and the proportion of samples below a given threshold and the accuracy (proportion of samples with similar classification in cohort normalized data) were calculated for increasing values of the RLE IQR. This was done for ABC/GCB, BAGS and REGS classification. Results are shown in Figs S7 to S12.
For CHEPRETRO we saw that most samples were retained at the suggested RLE IQR value of 0.6 when samples were normalized against the InLab reference, and a tendency towards higher classification accuracy for samples with low RLE IQR. When normalizing CHEPRETRO against LLMPP R-CHOP the RLE IQR value of 0.6 only excludes a small proportion of the samples and no clear differences in the accuracy is observed when including samples with higher RLE IQR. For LLMPP CHOP normalization most samples are removed at the suggested value, and a high accuracy for the few remaining samples are seen for BAGS and ABC/GCB classification while an accuracy of zero is seen for REGS. Comparing the overall classification accuracy for CHEPRETRO samples normalized against either the LLMPP CHOP or LLMPP R-CHOP reference the accuracy is higher, and closer to the InLab level, in the LLMPP R-CHOP scenario where RLE IQR values on average are lower For the LLMPP R-CHOP dataset most InLab reference normalized samples were retained at the suggested value of 0.6, but lower RLE IQR values did not give higher classification accuracies. Most samples normalized against the CHEPRETRO or CHOP reference are excluded at an RLE IQR of 0.6, but there is no clear indication of higher accuracies for samples with RLE IQR below the threshold.
Looking at the results as a whole, a low IQR in itself does not guarantee a higher classification accuracy, but we notice that excluding samples with an RLE IQR value above 0.6 ensures that we either exclude most samples normalized against an ExLab reference or retain a classification accuracy at almost the same level as for the InLab reference. We therefore recommend removing samples from the analysis if the RLE IQR exceeds a value of 0.6.
